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Needs analysis: 
“What do you want us to do?” 
• “Us”   =  the RAGE project, offering advanced game technologies 
• “You” =  (serious) game studios 
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Overview 
1. What is the RAGE project?    
2. What do we want to know?      
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The RAGE project 
• H2020 Research and Innovation Action in advanced gaming 
technologies (ICT-21) 
• Partners from  
– Games Industry 
– Research  
– Education and Training 
– Business Innovation  
• To support (serious) game studios with new technologies 
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RAGE software asset architecture 
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What software assets?? 
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Learning analytics visualisation 
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Game adaptation algorithms 
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Up to 40 software modules…. 
– Social gamification 
– Player modelling 
– Dialogue authoring 
– Multiplayer dialogue analysis 
– Emotion appraisal 
– Emotions and decision making 
– Emotion production 
– Identity driven agents 
– Competence modelling 
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Android   90% 
iOS   86% 
Windows   67% 
Browser   62% 
Mac   38% 
Mobile browser  33% 
Consoles   24% 




C#    71% 
C++   67% 
JavaScript  48% 
Objective C  33% 
Java   33% 
Unity  76% 
Flash  38% 
Cocos2d  24% 
 
 
Problems with linking with LMS 
Problems with corporate systems 
Scorm ?   43% 
xAPI ?   14% 
IMS LTI, IMS QTI ?  none 
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Priorities? 
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Personalised learner support 
Automated animation 
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Connect to RAGE 
• Game studios/ game developers 
• Teachers/educators 
• Researchers 
• IT developers 
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